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Abstract 
An experience from the process of adding logical markup to visually 
tagged scanned data is presented. Method of gradual markup enhancement 
is outlined. Methods of navigation in a large hypertext document based 
on typesetting from logical markup are suggested -- physical, logical and 
semantic user views. Their application to a 29,000 page digitization 
project to create an electronic encyclopaedia is described. Problems 
faced in applying Adobe's Acrobat technology for encyclopaedia 
publishing are discussed. 
'Go forth and create masterpieces of electronic publishing art.' 
1. Motivation 
Current computer technologies allow easy production and delivery of huge documents 
like encyclopaedias on a CD-ROM for public, everyday use on cheap hardware. 
Digitizing such multivolume books in hypertext form is a challenge towards information-
rich society. 
Users accustomed to using paper editions for years often reject electronic media if their 
look and feel is totally different from the printed version. The task is therefore to digitize 
the work exactly as was published on paper but with add-ons such as searching, navigation, 
etc. Clever substitution of intuitive navigation based on physical book handling is essential 
for conservative users. 
In this paper we describe our ideas about navigation in such huge documents, and 
experience we gained during our participation in the project of a digital encylopredia CD-
ROM production. 
'You have done something that you are excited about'' 
Leslie Lamport 
'Historia magistra vitae' 
Marcus Tullius Cicero 
2 Otto encyclopaedia digitization project 
We were participating in the design and retypesetting phases of a project aimed on creation 
of digital replica of a Czech encyclopaedia OSN [5]; 28 volumes, almost 29,000 pages, 
about 170,000 entries, 4,888 illustrations) published in 1888-1908. In the text #authoring 
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